
M A K E  I T  W O N D E R F U L



I T ’ S  E A S Y  T O  B E  O R D I N A R Y .  O K  T O  B E  O K .  
B U T  F O R  F R A N K E ,  B E I N G  J U S T  G O O D  I S  N O T  G O O D  E N O U G H .  

I N S T E A D ,  W E  A S K :  “ H O W  C A N  W E  M A K E  I T  W O N D E R F U L ? ”  
W O N D E R F U L  T A K E S  T H E  E V E R Y D A Y  A N D  M A K E S  I T  S O M E T H I N G  S P E C I A L ;  

W O N D E R F U L  D E S I G N ,  W O N D E R F U L  Q U A L I T Y ,  W O N D E R F U L  S E R V I C E .  
I T  I N S P I R E S  C U S T O M E R S  T O  C R E A T E ,  W H I C H  I N  T U R N  C R E A T E S  H A P P Y  C U S T O M E R S .  

S O  L E T ’ S  L E T  E V E R Y O N E  E L S E  B E  O R D I N A R Y ,  
W H I L E  W E  M A K E  I T  W O N D E R F U L .
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Year
Guarantee

SWISS PRECISION 
ENGINEERING
The Franke story began as a small sheet-metal business 
in Rorschach, Switzerland, established by Hermann Franke 
in 1911. Since then, we’ve established efficient and economic 
manufacturing facilities all around the world. 

Many things have changed in the past century, but what is 
always the same is a set of values, characterised by respect, 
trust and openness. The values of innovation, entrepreneurship, 
quality and stylish design were in the heart of Hermann Franke 
and continue to be at the heart of the business, as we enter a 
second century of smart and stunning design.

4 Stainless steel
22 Fragranite
26 Ceramic
28 Taps
42 Hoods

Sinos SNX 211 sink with Sinos tap
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MY THOS
Let your imagination run free with this stunning range; full of fabulous 
options to help you maximise space and accentuate the look of  
your kitchen. Available in stainless steel, ceramic and Fragranite  
and offering a range of beautiful tones, it’s easy to find ‘the one’.

Ceramic 
        

Stainless Steel 
      

Fragranite 
         

MTG 651-100 sink with Mythos MTG tap

Franke.co.uk/mythos
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Mythos MMX 261 sink (tap not available in the UK)

Mythos Fusion MTF 611 sink with Mythos MTG tap

Mythos MTK 651 sink (tap not available in the UK)



6 Kubus KBK 160 sink with Mythos MTX tap
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KUBUS
Kubus allows endless possibilities to make your kitchen fit for  
purpose and beautifully unique. Choose from stainless steel,  
ceramic or Fragranite and from a range of stunning colours –  
and voila – a quality Franke sink that suits your lifestyle perfectly.

Kubus KBX 110 70 sink (tap not available in the UK) Kubus KBG 110 50 sink (tap not available in the UK)

Ceramic 
      

Stainless Steel 
      

Glass 
      

Fragranite 
         

Franke.co.uk/kubus
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Largo LAX 211 W36 sink  
(tap not available in the UK) 



LARGO & LARGO  
WORKCENTRE
This wonderful stainless steel range sits beautifully in a traditional  
or contemporary style kitchen and offers a durability that helps  
keep it looking its best for years. So, all you have to do is pick the  
one that best fits with your lifestyle.

The Largo Workcentre proves that stunning design can actually make  
your life easier. Featuring two individually plumbed storage/waste  
areas and an innovative push-button waste; it becomes the complete  
workstation for washing up and food preparation. The Largo provides  
an area that is as good looking as it is hard-working.

9

Largo LAX 211 W36 sink  
(tap not available in the UK) 

Olympus Spring tap

Franke.co.uk/largo
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PLANAR
Accentuate the look of your kitchen with this stunning  
Planar sink. Both versatile and highly durable, this stainless 
steel sink has much more to offer than just a sleek look.

Franke.co.uk/planar
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Planar PPX 211 sink 

 (tap not available in the UK)



12 Centinox CEX 210 sink (tap not available in the UK)
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CENTINOX
Made from the finest stainless steel, Centinox offers 
the perfect balance between elegance and durability, 
perfect for even the busiest family homes.

Centinox CEX 210 sink (tap not available in the UK)

Franke.co.uk/centinox



14 Midas MTX 610-55 sink with Ascona tap
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MIDAS
It’s your kitchen, so why should you compromise on  
style or performance? With Midas, you don’t have to. 
Made from the finest quality stainless steel, and available 
in two different designs you can enjoy the best of both.

Franke.co.uk/midas



SINOS
It’s obvious why Sinos is so popular; its flexible designs are not 
only beautiful, but made from our stunning stainless steel. It’s 
also resistant to staining, chipping, rust and corrosion. Perfect.

Franke.co.uk/sinos



17Sinos SNX 211 sink with Sinos tap



Sink name18
Laser LSX 651 sink with Mythos MTX tap



LASER
Making your kitchen wonderful requires the best, and our Laser 
sink offers no less. Made from our highly durable stainless steel, 
and offering stunning good looks – you can’t go wrong.

19
Laser LSX 651 sink with Mythos MTX tap

Franke.co.uk/laser



PEAK
This stainless steel sink combines beautifully with a variety  
of work surfaces such as wood, granite and glass. Its striking 
appearance and durability turn any kitchen into a work area 
that’s a pleasure to be in.

20

Franke.co.uk/peak
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Peak PKX 110 70 sink (tap not available in the UK)



Style SYG 611 sink (tap available from KWC)
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ST YLE
This luxury avant-garde sink offers a beautiful balance  
of form and function. Made from Alabaster Fragranite 
and boasting a striking white translucent appearance, 
it’s guaranteed to be a talking point of your kitchen.

Franke.co.uk/style
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PEBEL
Offering a combination of beauty and strength, this Franke sink 
stands up to any kitchen demands. Made from a high concentration 
of granite, it forms a unique material with a subtle sheen that’s 
warm to the touch and stunning to the eye.

Pebel PBG 651 Onyx sink 
(tap not available in the UK)

        

Franke.co.uk/pebel
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Pebel PBG 651 Onyx sink 
(tap not available in the UK)
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FRANKE BY V&B
Create your dream kitchen with this beautifully smooth ceramic sink. 
Created in partnership with leading ceramic brand Villeroy & Boch you can 
rest assured of receiving outstanding quality, the most innovative design 
and amazing hardwearing resistance against heat, stains and impacts. 
With a number of models available within the range including the Belfast 
and Aspen you can choose the perfect design to suit your kitchen style.

Franke.co.uk/v&b

Villeroy & Boch VBK 720 sink with Bridge tap
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Sink name

ASPEN

Franke.co.uk/aspen

Aspen ANK 611 sink with Star tap



28 Ariane ARX 160 sink with Omni tap
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OMNI
Omni 4-in-1 is the one tap that delivers not only hot and cold mains 
water but also cold and 100°C boiling filtered water. Omni delivers 
beautifully pure, fresh tasting water, so there’s no need for expensive 
bottled water. Omni is easy to fit in new or existing kitchens, safe to 
use and ultra-reliable with a 3-year warranty. 

Ariane ARX 160 sink with Omni tap

www.franke.co.uk/omni

Stainless Steel 
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MINERVA
The Minerva 3-in-1 tap provides hot, cold and 100°C boiling water. The humble 
kitchen tap is transformed into a space-saving, time-saving helper with this 
boiling water tap and there are 4 stylish designs to choose from.

L-R: Minerva, Minerva Mondial, Minerva Irena, Minerva Helix. Product materials vary by tap model type

Chrome 
      

Stainless Steel 
  



31Minerva tap

Franke.co.uk/minerva
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PORTFOLIO 55
Designed for a discerning clientele, this collection has styles and attributes to 
meet every taste. Franke is so confident of the quality and manufacture of these 
models, that we guarantee them for 5 years on the finish and 5 years on parts.

L-R: Atlas, Nyon, Panto, Rolux, Eos, SwissPro. Product materials vary by tap model type

Chrome 
      

Stainless Steel 
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Franke.co.uk/taps
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FILTERFLOW
Franke launched the first fully integrated filter tap system over twenty years ago.
Today, our stylish and superbly engineered FilterFlow range is still regarded as being the 
blueprint for multi-tasking kitchen taps. Having filtered water at your fingertips means no 
more cumbersome, expensive bottled water, and naturally, there is the peace of mind of 
knowing your family’s drinking water is clean, refreshing and free of impurities.

Filterflow handspray (L-R): Doric, Corinthian, Olympus, Mini. Product materials vary by tap model type

Chrome 
      

SilkSteel 
  



35Filterflow Olympus Hand-Spray

Franke.co.uk/filterflow
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PULL OUT TAPS
Transform the way you use your kitchen sink with a Franke pull out 
kitchen tap. The handy hose allows complete flexibility on water 
direction enabling you to make full use of your sink. Both functional 
and stylish our full range will ensure you find one to suit your style.

L-R: Fuji, Sirino, Pescara Semi-Pro XL, Olympus Spring, Arena, Olympus Side-Spray. Product materials vary by tap model type   

Chrome 
       

SilkSteel 
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Franke.co.uk/taps
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SINGLE LEVER
Featuring cutting edge design our single lever kitchen taps allow you to unleash 
water with power, style and ease. Their elegant, sleek looks are perfectly considered 
to complement the look and feel of your Franke sink.

L-R: Star, Pescara Swivel Spout, Forza, Fuji. Product materials vary by tap model type

Chrome 
       

SilkSteel 
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Franke.co.uk/taps
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DUAL HANDLE
From SilkSteel to polished Chrome, our stunning dual handle 
taps offer the perfect complement to your ideal Franke sink.

L-R: Eiger, Bern, Davos, Cristallo, Bridge, Maris. Product materials vary by tap model type

Chrome 
       

SilkSteel 
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Franke.co.uk/taps



4242

Glass 
    

Franke.co.uk/swing

SWING
The sleek Swing cooker hood by Franke is available  
in an elegant black or white finish. Boasting electronic 
touch control, 24-hour continuous ventilation and a 
stunning minimalist look it provides a refined fashion 
statement for any kitchen.

Swing hood



DOWNDRAFT
For those who want the ultimate in 
minimalist design the Franke Downdraft 
hood is the perfect option. The hood  
is positioned behind the hob and rises 
from the worktop at the touch of a 
button. It is an extremely attractive
feature in any kitchen yet allows for  
an unobtrusive, subtle kitchen style.

Franke.co.uk/downdraft

43

Glass 
    

Downdraft hood
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MARIS
Our Maris hood range comprises four stunning varieties: 
a discreet ceiling hood, subtle under cabinet hood, stylish 
wall mounted hood and an innovative T-Shaped hood. As you 
would expect from a Franke product, each offers a host of 
brilliant features and excellent extraction performance.

44

Glass 
        

Stainless Steel 
  

Maris Plus 90 black hood

Franke.co.uk/maris

Maris Plus Slim 90 hood
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Maris Built-Under ceiling hood

Maris Plus 90 white hood

Maris T-Shape wall hood

Maris Plus 90 black hood



4646

GALAXY
Increasingly the kitchen is becoming the centre- 
piece of the home, so more and more, the need for 
efficient extraction is becoming a prime requirement. 
Galaxy hoods are unobtrusive and efficiently provide 
all the extraction capabilities required. Two models  
are available to suit most requirements.

Franke.co.uk/galaxy

Galaxy ceiling hood
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Tube Island hood with glass kit

TUBE
An island hood makes a statement.  
The perfect complement to an island unit 
hob, it is a design feature that becomes  
a kitchen focus. Installed from the ceiling, 
island hoods look great from all aspects.

Franke.co.uk/tube



F R A N K E . C O . U K

Franke operate a program of continuous product design, development and improvement and as such reserves the right to change and 
update its products without notice, we have made every effort to ensure all the information contained is correct at time of press. Products 
offered on sale in the U.K. may differ from those described or illustrated. Some taps are used for illustration purposes only and are not 
available in the UK.  These products are clearly marked as such. Due to printing limitations colours illustrated cannot be guaranteed 
accurate and should be used for guidance only. If particular features, colours or measurements are important to you  and for any other 
detail we recommend you contact your local showroom: www.franke.co.uk/dealers you will always find More in Store with Franke. 

Franke sinks have a 50 year guarantee against manufacturing defect. Franke taps are guaranteed against defective materials and 
workmanship for 1 year in relation to coatings, finishes and ‘O’ rings and 5 years in relation to valve mechanisms and working parts.  
For full details please see www.Franke.com

Franke UK Limited, West Park, MIOC, Styal Road, Manchester M22 5WB 
Phone +44 (0)161 436 6280 Fax +44 (0)161 436 2180 Email ks-info.gb@franke.com

Brochure Sink and Tap Consumer 2017
994.0484.345
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